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1. Abstract
The University of Central Florida will be competing in the 2012 ASME Human-Powered
Vehicle Competition with Wind Breaker. This vehicle is designed to function as a viable form of
everyday transportation, able to protect the rider while allowing them to travel long distances at
high velocity. The team specified goals for vehicle performance and safety in addition to those
detailed in competition rules; specifically, a vehicle design weighing under 30lb that can attain a
top speed of 40 mph, with a drag coefficient below 0.1.
To meet these goals, a two-wheeled vehicle with a full composite fairing was designed.
Several unique features provided the basis for an innovative, successful design. The fairing has
a multi-piece configuration which includes structural reinforcement. A reinforced section near
the rider provides drastically improved strength with minimal weight gain, protecting the rider in
a side collision is impacted on its roof. Additionally, fuselage doors allow the rider to place their
feet on the ground when at a complete stop. The ability to feel the surface of the road provides
the opportunity for the rider to steady their vehicle rather than relying on mechanical equipment.
Feedback provided by the rider is more beneficial than a static supporting arm because foot
placement can be adjusted to the road surface. The ability to close the fuselage doors protects
the rider from adverse weather conditions, providing an expected level of comfort and safety.
During all stages of the design process, computerized analyses and hand calculations
were performed to verify that the vehicle would perform as expected. To verify the structural
strength of the frame and fairing, finite-element analysis was performed using a variety of
loading conditions. Computational Fluid Dynamics provided an estimate for the coefficient of
drag and other aerodynamic values, and kinematic analysis of mechanical components was
performed to demonstrate that the vehicle could conceivably exceed the design goals. At the
completion of vehicle construction, the design will be tested to ensure it meets safety
expectations and can perform adequately in the scope of design goals. Structural strength of the
frame, fairing, and rider safety harness will be verified by loading the components independently
and then together using a force gauge. Velocity, braking, and handling will be tested using a
measured test area in an open, smooth, paved area. Speeds will be verified using a GPS unit
inside the vehicle. Once each component of the design has been tested and verified, the vehicle
will be certified by group members as safe for use. If any concerns arise during any portion of
training or competition, team members will analyze possible solutions and make any necessary
adjustments, additions or removals.

2. Design
Wind Breaker is designed to function as a viable form of everyday human-powered
transportation for the average rider. The primary shortcomings of common human-powered
vehicles in use today include a low maximum speed, a low level of protection from weather and
road debris, and poor rider comfort and protection. Wind Breaker aims to correct each of these
faults and create an attractive vehicle which can be used easily and comfortably in varied
settings. Although the vehicle would ideally function in all settings, it is unlikely that most
riders would use a human-powered vehicle to travel long distances. For this reason, Wind
Breaker is designed for primarily urban and suburban transportation, with the ability to travel
between cities if necessary.
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To meet these goals, the vehicle was designed focused on meeting functionality at a set
size. Total length and width were to be minimized, and visibility was set as a safety priority.
Although three-wheeled vehicles have inherent stability, their cost, weight, and width can be
discouraging. Use of a two-wheeled system, like the one in place on Wind Breaker, provides
size and functionality benefits that outweigh the costs. Instead of relying on the spacing of the
wheels, the width of the vehicle can be determined by the width of the rider. With a strong
fairing for rider protection, safety is not significantly reduced. Additionally, both tires are
contained within the vehicle, reducing the risk of damage from outside impact. The rider can
also easily view any mechanical issues such as low tire pressure before a catastrophic failure.
In general, a large wheel will roll a greater distance than a smaller wheel if they are
rotating at the same speed. To keep the rider in the upright, forward-facing position, the larger
wheel was placed directly behind the seat. Although this necessitates a greater length of chain,
safety and comfort are drastically reduced by having the rider in a seated position. In general, a
two-wheeled recumbent vehicle will protect the rider, allowing them to operate safely and
comfortably. Minimizing the length and width provides the opportunity for more efficient use
and storage. Two-wheeled vehicles require more care to balance, but reduce size and weight of
the vehicle. Wind Breaker incorporates all of these considerations into its design in order to
produce an attractive vehicle that provides exceptional rider comfort and handling while
protecting the rider from weather, collision, and road debris.

2.1.Frame
Designing a two-wheeled recumbent vehicle presents a wide range of possibilities for
frames that weigh significantly less than those of three-wheeled vehicles. In order to determine
the best option that balanced strength and low weight, several different frame layouts were
considered. In the most minimized case, a single tube connected to the front and rear wheel on
one side, and a seat would be mounted to the center of the tube. This design limited the turning
ability of the vehicle, however, and would essentially leave the rider unprotected. Another
possibility was using a roll cage welded to this single tube. However, the weld joint could be a
potential point of excessive stress concentrations, endangering the rider. Although an unwelded
hollow tube would be strong, any defects or mount points could be dangerously loaded during
the natural bending stress applied by the rider on the seat between the wheels. The tensile forces
on the bottom of the tube and compressive stresses on the top could break the tube when
combined with torsional forces that are applied when the rider pedals. For this reason, a twolevel design was conceived, so that the frame could support a load of 250 lb (rider, fairing,
bicycle components, etc). In order to minimize the weight of the vehicle, a frame weight of less
than 15 pounds was set as the goal for the two-level frame.
A two-level frame improves the safety, strength, and rider comfort of the vehicle by using
carefully designed and reinforced pieces. Past recumbent vehicles have used this style of design
with good levels of success. In many examples, the top level is designed as a seat for the rider,
and the lower level holds most of the mounting hardware for the vehicle. The majority of the
vehicle can be made from three welded tubes: one for the lower “main” tube, and two that form
the upper “seat” shape. Further bracing between the levels increased strength and triangulated
forces in order to distribute loading more evenly. Using this two-level design reduces the
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bending stress felt on each tube of the vehicle frame. The top tube primarily undergoes bending,
although the stresses tend toward compressive stresses (as with those on the top of a simplyloaded single tube in bending.) The bottom single tube undergoes mostly compressive forces,
due to the bracing to the top tube.
Before designing the specific dimensions of the frame, considerations for materials were
made. Many bicycles are made from a high-strength aluminum alloy, Al-7005. This material
can be bent and welded easily, although welding to other materials (such as a different alloy) can
be more difficult. After this selection was made, manufacturing considerations regarding frame
shape needed to be made. To ensure accuracy and safety of the high-speed vehicle being
designed, tube bending and welding were to be performed by professionals. Unfortunately, the
bend dimensions were limited by the equipment available at their facility, which meant that only
one bend radius was available for each tube size. Using a variety of sizes allows the greatest
flexibility for frame design, and the following table details sizes of Al-7005 tube that were
locally available, and to what dimension they could be bent.
Table 1- Tube Dimensions

Outer Tube Diameter
0.875”
1.00”
1.25”
1.75”
2.00”

Wall Thickness
0.065”
0.065”
0.083”
0.083”
0.083”

Bend Radius
2.63”
3.00”
4.00”
7.50”
7.50”

Maximum Tube Length
32”
57”
17.875”
24.375”
47.75”

The design relied completely on the dimensions of available tubing, and the design was
created using this information. The first step was measuring the dimensions of all riders
competing in the ASME Human-Powered Vehicle Competition. Measurements taken for each
rider included height, arm length, leg length, and shoulder height and width. A set of equations
from a recumbent bicycle builder named Henry Thomas was used to translate these
measurements into related sizes for Wind Breaker. For example, the length from the bottom of
the seat to the center of the crank needed to be no greater than the smallest rider’s leg length. In
this case, leg lengths varied from 30.55” to 35.5” and the need for an adjustable crank was
determined.
Two seat tubes were to be used to support the rider and distribute their weight over the
seat. Because there were two tubes that required great length, the tube stock with the longest
maximum tube length was used. The two parallel tubes that made up each side of the seat were
to be narrower than the rider in order to reduce the overall vehicle width to that of the rider’s
shoulders. In this case, the centers of these two tubes were 10” apart. Typically, production
recumbent vehicles maintain a backrest angle of 30-45° relative to the ground. A larger seat
angle increases rider visibility by raising the line of sight above the knees. In order to provide
functionality, comfort, and especially visibility, the seat was designed to be 45° from the ground.
The seatback is designed to support at least as high as the rider’s shoulders. In this case,
anything shorter than the longest measurement for seated shoulder height would be acceptable.
In this case, the seat length needed to be greater than 19.6”. Ergonomic seats provide support
along the entire length of the rider’s back, including a lumbar support at the lower back. For this
4

reason, a seatback that went up 20” at a 45° angle was designed. To triangulate the load felt by
this seat, the rear portion swept back down towards the dropouts where the rear wheel was
mounted. A seat pan length of greater than 9” was required at the front to ensure the rider would
be adequately supported.
After the ergonomic seat was designed, a lower tube was to be designed. The strongest
size of tube available had an outer diameter of 2.00”, at a maximum length of 47.75”. In order to
use the aforementioned adjustable crank, a sliding boom was researched. This boom requires a
long, straight section to slide and adjust. The forward portion of the frame was designed to be
straight to allow for this part and mount to the front fork. However, the lower tube needed to go
under the rider between the wheels. Because of the upright seat angle, a sharp turn downward
was required. At this point, a weld to a second segment of 2” tubing that bent downward at 121”
was designed, providing 11.95” of vertical difference between the two tubes. Below the rider,
however, the turns required were less steep. Bends of radius 7.5” were used to provide a lower
tube, which went up behind the seat before the rear wheel. The length of this piece relied on the
shape of the top tube, and was also used to mount chainstays for the rear wheel. In this case, a
straight section of 8.07” was below the seat.
The rear chainstays were designed to meet the 1” diameter seat tubes at the left and right
dropouts while providing adequate room for the rear wheel (14” radius). The dropouts used to
mount the rear wheel are from a production recumbent bicycle, and left enough room for each 1”
seat tube to connect near the chainstay tube with ¼” clearance on each side, if 1.25” outer
diameter tube is used to make the chainstays. The bicycle parts to be used for Wind Breaker
necessitated a 135mm (5.314”) width between the inner faces of the dropouts. The chainstays
came forward 15.03” from their mount with the dropouts and then bent inward at 60° toward the
2” lower tube. This provided a strong, reinforced area behind the rider where the wheel mounts.
A number of different styles of bracing were used to increase the strength and rigidity of
the frame. Bending, typically caused by torsion when the rider pedals, can lead to unpredictable
handling and frame damage. The area of largest concern was the open area between the upper
and lower seat tubes. Two u-shaped segments were measured and bent from 1” tube to brace the
three parts (two upper and one lower tube) together safely. At the top of the seat, a 1” tube 10”
wide was used to brace the width between the two seat tubes. Bracing the upper and lower
components of the frame increased the load-bearing capacity of the frame and helped ensure that
there were degrees of redundancy in the frame.
One area that was in need of further reinforcement was the weld between the two
segments of 2” tube near the fork. Because the weld was so near to the fork, an extreme stress
concentration could be imposed when hitting a bump. For this reason, a gusset was modeled.
Typically, a gusset can be made from a piece of oval-shaped stock with 1.25” diameter ends. In
this case, the gusset braced from the headtube that held the fork to the 2” tube that contained the
crank boom, and back to the 2” lower tube. This gusset was of primary importance, but a second
was made from the same stock between the front of the headtube and the boom container. This
meant the headtube was reinforced on the front and back. By reinforcing this area, stresses are
distributed throughout the welds and to the rear portion of the lower tube rather than through the
weld where the two 2” tubes meet.
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The final consideration when designing the frame was the mounting solution to the
fairing. In this case, a system with variable size was used to ensure that the frame would fit
perfectly. 1” tube was mounted vertically just in front of the fork, to span the length to the top of
the fairing. Two other lengths of 1” tube were mounted horizontally to the lower frame tube
behind the rider. These add some structural strength, but are primarily meant to interface
between the frame and fairing. The simplicity of these also presents flexibility – when mounting
the components together, parts which are too long can be cut or ground down to fit perfectly.
After the eight bent tubes, two gusset pieces, and five fairing mounting tubes had been
cut and bent, a wooden jig was built to mount all of the components (shown below). Each tube
was carefully cut using a tube notcher to ensure a perfect fit of the fairing. The jig was also
designed to compensate for any warping when the frame was welded, as is typical with
aluminum.

Figure 1: Welding jig construction

As previously mentioned, the frame was welded by a professional to ensure the quality
and safety of the connections. The headtube, which contains mounting hardware from the front
fork, was mounted at 78° from the straight section of 2” tubing. Although this is a steeper angle
than on most production road bikes or recumbent vehicles, this will allow adequate room for the
rider’s legs and 20” wheels if an appropriate fork is selected. Selection of this angle came from
information in the book Bicycling Science by David Gordon-Wilson. In the book, details are
provided that explain how the geometry of a front fork impacts handling. If the front fork is at
too horizontal of an angle, the bike will have severe difficulty turning. If the angle is too near
vertical, the straight line performance and controllability of the vehicle will suffer significantly.
The quantitative measurement of the adequate angle provides a distance called “trail,” which
details the distance between the point where the headtube extended would contact the ground and
the contact point of the wheel. Typically, trail of approximately 5” allows the vehicle to turn and
travel in a straight line. If 5” isn’t possible, positive trail will still provide a rideable vehicle. In
this case, trail is expected to be approximately 2” to 2.5” depending on adjustment of the height
at which the fork is mounted.
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After the frame was welded, it was removed from the jig to be heat treated and powdercoated. Figure 2 shows how the frame appeared just after welding.

Figure 2(a,b): Welded frame

The decision to have the frame professionally welded also proved to be a good decision
when looking at the quality of the welds. Although the structural strength can’t be guaranteed,
the clean, high-quality welds on Wind Breaker provide the best chance of having a completely
safe vehicle. Figure 3 shows below is a weld from the seat tube, which demonstrates the high
quality of the professional welds used on Wind Breaker.

Figure 3: Weld from seat tube

Use of the two-level frame design spreads the forces from loads or riding over a greater
portion of the frame. The supports that mount the top seat tube to the bottom seat tube ensure
that no component is ever in critical bending under normal loading conditions. The dropouts are
spaced 135mm (5.31”) apart, allowing for mounting of the rear wheel using quick-release tabs.
The five mount points to the fairing will use strong screw-mounted tabs which are removable
and can be measured many times before mounting. The custom-fit design of the frame ensures
that every rider will be comfortable and able to operate the vehicle safely. When mounted, the
frame will angle slightly downward in front, increasing visibility.
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The design of the frame was checked using finite-element software (a detail of this
process appears in a later section). To ensure that the as-built vehicle is actually safe for use, the
frame will also undergo structural testing. The vehicle needs to support the rider, fairing, and
mechanical components, which means that in a collision it will also carry a small part of the
load. If any of the welds are defective, the vehicle could fail at any time and cause injury to the
rider. For this reason, extensive testing will be performed before high-speed riding. Shown
below in Fig. 4 is a CAD drawing of the frame which displays the design more clearly.

Figure 4: Frame 3-view drawing

2.2.Fairing
In order to justify that a full aerodynamic fairing would be used, alternative concepts
were generated and then given a score based on the Pahl-Bietz method. Design criteria were
created by combining engineering and customer requirements and then weighing their
importance. The results are shown in Table 2. It is also noteworthy that a full aerodynamic
fairing provides 85% drag reduction while a partial 25% fairing only provides 46.3% [2].
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Table 2- Fairing Pahl-Bietz table
Design Criteria
Cost
Complexity
Performance
Weight
Size
Material
Aesthetics

Weight
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.08
0.05
0.04
0.03

Rating System
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unacceptable

20
15
10
5
0

2

3

Design Concepts
Fairing - 100% Coverage
Fairing - 75% Coverage
Fairing - 50% Coverage
Fairing - 25% Coverage
No Fairing
Aerodynamic Helmet (Head Fairing)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Design
1
Criteria
Cost
Complexity
Performance
Weight
Size
Material
Aesthetics
Sum of Scores

Raw Score
Weighted
Raw Score Weighted
10
2
10
2
10
2
10
2
20
8
15
6
10
0.8
10
0.8
5
0.25
5
0.25
10
0.4
10
0.4
20
0.6
15
0.45
14.05
11.9

Raw Score

4
Weighted

10
15
10
15
10
15
10

Raw Score

2
3
4
1.2
0.5
0.6
0.3
11.6

5
Weighted

15
15
5
15
15
15
5

Raw Score
3
3
2
1.2
0.75
0.6
0.15
10.7

6
Weighted

20
20
0
20
20
20
5

4
4
0
1.6
1
0.8
0.15
11.55

Raw Score

Weighted
15
15
5
20
15
10
5

3
3
2
1.6
0.75
0.4
0.15
10.9

After it was determined that a full aerodynamic fairing would be utilized for the Wind
Breaker, a basic design was developed that would fit flawlessly with the frame while
maintaining a streamlined shape. The engineering design goals called for a maximum frontal
area of 4 ft2 and a maximum drag coefficient of 0.1. The frontal area will be constrained by the
rider’s shoulder width along with the frame dimensions. The expected drag coefficient was
based on surveying published values of drag coefficients for faired recumbents, un-faired
recumbents, and upright bicycles. Since the HPV will be built not only for speed but also for
exceptional handling, the fairing design had to be streamlined, yet allow enough internal
clearance for comfortable control and pedaling.
Rider dimensions were measured in order to create a general fairing design in CAD
which was then further iterated to decrease the drag coefficient and better fit the frame
configuration. The 2011 UCF HPV fairing was considered in order to determine areas which
could be reduced in size, such as the shoulder width. Ten equally spaced elliptical cross-sections
were created which would allow the desired maximum width, length, and height. The shapes of
the cross-sections were individually modified in order to accommodate rider position, frame
configuration, and mounting points. After, a “cockpit” was added which would protect the
rider’s head from crashes as well as weather conditions that may be encountered. Figure 5
shows the final CAD model of the fairing. The dimensions are 100.9” (length) x 41.3” (height) x
23.9” (width).

Figure 5: Fairing 3-view drawing
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Ease of entry/exit of the HPV was made possible with a hatch design, shown in Fig. 6.
The goal of the hatch was to provide a way for the rider to get in and out, along with inserting
and removing the frame. Therefore, the hatch’s minimum length was governed by the frame.
The hatch design would be a main factor in how fast the rider exchange would be. Taking this
into consideration, the hatch dips down so that a rider can easily lift his/her legs into or out of the
HPV. In addition, fuselage doors, which are discussed in the next section, provide the rider with
the ability to access the HPV without having to stand on the frame or the fairing’s internal
surface.

Figure 6: Fairing hatch design

3. Technology Innovation
The design process of an HPV fosters a wide range of creativity and innovation. Because
Wind Breaker is a 2-wheeled HPV, it was essential to include a device that would allow the rider
to come to a complete stop without tipping over, and then start up again. Several devices and
mechanisms were considered, but most were widely used and lacked creativity, such as training
wheels and kickstands. Also, studying previous vehicles that used these devices showed that
they can be unreliable, add weight to the HPV, and require supplementary manufacturing. The
result of this design process led to the creation of the fuselage doors, which can be seen in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Fuselage doors
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The fuselage doors do not only allow for stopping and starting, but they decrease the rider
exchange time which will be an integral part of the competition. A rider can stop the vehicle,
place both feet on the ground, and exit the vehicle with ease as a result of the fuselage doors.
The doors also prevent disturbance of external airflow around the fairing, which would be
present if holes in the bottom of the fairing were used solely. In addition, the fuselage doors are
built into the front wheel cutout as to not take away much rigidity from the structural support of
the fairing. They will be manufactured using the same lay-up process as the rest of the fairing,
so the aesthetics of Wind Breaker will not be jeopardized.
The fuselage doors work in this manner: As the rider coasts down to a fast walking speed
(about 7 mph), he/she unclips one shoe from the pedal and presses their foot against one door
(which is held shut with magnets). This causes the door to swing open on a light-weight, rubber
hinge. While hand-braking to a stop at a normal rate, the rider makes contact with their foot
against the ground, allowing for a controlled, balanced stop. Figure 8 shows the rider with one
fuselage door deployed. If the rider wants to remain stopped for an extended period of time or
wants to exit the vehicle, they can then unclip their other shoe, open the second door, and make
contact with the ground. To begin riding again, the rider starts off with one foot clipped in in
order to gain enough momentum as to not to tip over. Then, he/she raises their other leg through
the open door and can begin pedaling as normal. To close the door, a string that extends from
the door to the inside wall of fairing is pulled which causes the door to shut and then stay in
place magnetically.

Figure 8(a,b): Fuselage door open

The innovation of the fuselage doors is not a new idea, in that it has been done on faired
recumbents in the past and the idea itself is similar to bomb-bay doors used on war planes.
However, the simplicity and ease at which the fuselage doors are designed is significant, and
Wind Breaker would not be able to function without them. Any rider, skilled or novice, will be
able to start and stop as if the HPV was an unfaired recumbent, but ride with the protection and
aerodynamic benefits of a fully- faired vehicle.
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4. Analysis
4.1.FEM Analysis
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was performed on both the fairing and frame to ensure
that both will withstand the loading conditions they will be subjected to. All of the analysis was
performed in Siemens PLM software NX 7.5. The minimum safety factor for the frame and
fairing roll over protection systems was decided to be 2. A safety factor 2 means that for any
loading condition, maximum stress experienced must be half of the yield stress of the material.
By setting this requirement, extra safety is built into the design in case of outlying condition that
would lower the maximum stress of the material.
4.1.1. Frame
The frame is the main load-bearing component for both rider weight and weight of the
bicycling components. Although the frame will not experience all of the loading exhibited during
a roll over, it still must be strong enough to not break during normal operation via ductile or
brittle failure modes. To simulate the loading that the frame will see during operation, six
loading conditions were chosen as shown in Table 3.
Table 3- Loading conditions for frame

Figure 9: Loading locations

All of these loading conditions are far greater than any loading the frame will see during
normal competition operation. The loading conditions were designed to torque, bend and strain
the frame to the extreme to ensure that ride would be safe. A total weight of 290 pounds
(maximum rider weight of 250lbs and 20 pounds and fairing weight of 20 pounds) was deemed
to be the maximum weight that the frame would experience at any given point. The results for
each analysis are compiled in Table 4. Examples of the results for each analysis are shown in
Fig. 10 through Fig. 15.
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Figure 10: Loading Condition 1 Results

Figure 11: Loading Condition 2 Results

Figure 12: Loading Condition 3 Results

Figure 13: Loading Condition 4 Results

Figure 14: Loading Condition 5 Results

Figure 15: Loading Condition 6 Results

The maximum stress was recorded from each run compared to yield stress of the Al
7005-T6 aluminum used for the frame which is 42.1 ksi (42,100 Psi). The final results and
factors of safety for each condition are shown in Table 4.
Table 4- Finite elements analysis results for frame simulations
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The highest loading stress was experience during loading condition 4, where 290 lb was
applied at the rear dropouts of the vehicle. Although the safety factory of 1.03 is close to a
critical range, the simulation was conducted to estimate the entire frame bending inwards on
itself. It can be reasonably theorized that the frame will never experience this much loading
because the fairing Roll Over Protection System will take the majority of the impact loading
during a crash. All other factors of safety were above the minimum design requirement of 2.
Based on the results from these simulations, it is expected that the Wind Breaker frame will be
able to perform safely under any loading conditions that will be experienced during the
competition and any other typical riding condition.
4.1.2. Fairing Roll Over Support System
The fairing roll over support system is a critical component of the Wind Breaker design.
It not only provides drag reduction and protection from the elements, but also functions as a
composite roll cage capable of carrying the 600lb and 300lb side loading conditions governed by
the ASME HPVC Rules.
The use of a composite fairing has been widely utilized in HPVC years past, but the
fairing remained as a purely aerodynamic feature that did not provided at additional support or
roll over protection. A composite roll cage has been successful in years past due to the advantage
caused by decreased weight. The roll rage on this vehicle will use a variety of different materials
as discussed previously. For the simulation, the layup was simplified to 4 layers of carbon fiber.
A core ply of a NASA carbon fiber used on the space shuttle carbon-carbon plates layered
between 4 layers of commercial grade carbon fiber will be used. A diagram of the layup is shown
in Fig. 16.

Figure 16: Test Lay Up Used for Analysis

The layup used for the simulation is different from the layup that will be utilized on the
actual vehicle. The actual layup consists of additional layers and a stronger core material. This
simulation was designed to test if typical layup would withstand the loading that roll cage would
experience during a crash or roll over incident. Example results attained from the Finite elements
analysis for both vertical and side loading conditions are shown in Fig. 17 and 18.
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Figure 17: Displacement (Left) and stress (right) resulted for vertical loading

Figure 18: Displacement (left) and stress (right) results for side loading

Due to the elongated shape of the roll support, the 600 lb 12 degrees from vertical load
produced the lowest stress of the two conditions. This result is most likely attributed to the
increased in compressive strength that is achieved when using a composite material. The highest
stress was experienced at the seam between the upper and lower regions of the fairing. This is to
be expected because the geometry of the fairing at that location creates a stress concentration.
The maximum stresses and Factors of Safety for each loading condition are shown in Table 5.
Table 5- Simulation Results for Roll Over Protection System
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The 300 lb side loading condition produced the maximum stress and yielded a factor of
safety of 1.99 which is slightly below the requirement of 2. As previously mentioned, the layup
used in the simulation is a thin composite layup that has minimal strength. The actual roll cage
will be much thicker, and is expected to be stronger. Additionally, the loading will not be
concentrated on this specific section alone during a roll over incident. To distribute the loading
an additional secondary support will be placed in the front near the nose. By doing so, the roll
impact loading will be distributed throughout the fairing instead of being concentrated in one
region. In all, the fairing is expected to withstand the minimum loading conditions governed by
the ASME HPVC rules. Testing will be performed to verify the results of the FEA.

4.2.CFD Analysis
In order to determine if the fairing met the engineering goal of a drag coefficient of 0.1, a
flow analysis was performed on the fairing using SolidWorks Flow Simulation. An external
analysis would compute the airflow around the object. The fluid used was air at a pressure of
101,325 Pa and a temperature of 293.2 K. The airflow velocity was given as 15 m/s in the zdirection (direction of motion) in order to simulate the speed that would be reached by the HPV.
The objective of the flow simulation was to get the force in the direction of motion, or drag
force, which would be used to calculate the drag coefficient. The force was outputted to be 5.98
N, which is then inserted into the drag equation:
.
Table 6- Flow analysis results

Density of
air (kg/m3 )
1.23

Airflow
Velocity (m/s)
15

Frontal
Area (m2 )
0.448

Drag
Force (N)
5.98

Drag Area,
CDA (m2 )
0.043

Coefficient of
Drag, CD
0.096

The drag coefficient was calculated to be 0.096, which meets the design goal of 0.1. The
drag coefficient only tells so much about the aerodynamic performance of the fairing.
Visualizing the air flow around the fairing would show where the flow stays attached and where
high pressure zones occur. Flow trajectories were inserted which show many streamlines around
the fairing. Figure 19 shows that the flow remains attached for about 75% of the fairing length
until fairing width starts to decrease, characterized by a pressure drop.
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Figure 19: Lines of flow around fairing

A surface plot was produced to visualize air velocity around the fairing. When combined
with the flow trajectories, noteworthy pressure regions can be seen in Fig. 20. As expected, there
is a high pressure region at the nose of the fairing. The airflow over the top of the fairing reaches
a low pressure until it gets closer to the windshield. This region is where the NACA air duct will
be located for ventilation.

Figure 20: Velocity profile

A fully faired HPV means it is more susceptible to being pushed over due to cross-winds.
Therefore, it was necessary to simulate the cross-winds that would be experienced at the
competition and see what forces would be experienced along the sides of the fairing. First,
average wind speeds for the location of the competition were researched. Pittsburgh, PA, which
is about an hour from Grove City, PA, has an average wind speed of 10 mph in April, according
to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [3]. A flow simulation was
set up to have a cross-wind going in the x-direction at 5 m/s with the original ground speed of 15
m/s. The forces in the x-direction and z-direction were inserted as global goals to be solved.
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The lines of airflow are displayed in Fig. 21. The sum of the 15 m/s in the negative zdirection and the 5 m/s in the positive x-direction result in a flow stream that strikes the front
right side of the fairing. The flow separation can also be seen on the right side of the fairing,
displayed by the blue lines.

Figure 21: Cross-wind lines of flow

The results of the global goals were forces of 45.97 N in the positive x-direction and 6.13
N in the negative z-direction. The reason for the increased force for a lower airspeed is because
of the large surface area along the side of the fairing, which is not streamlined like so for airflow
in the direction of motion. The fairing will be able to withstand this force from a structural
standpoint, but it is noteworthy that this force has to be counterbalanced by the rider during
competition in order to not get blown over. Extensive testing will be performed in order for the
riders to prepare for windy conditions at the competition.

4.3.Kinematics
4.3.1. Propulsion
The kinematic design of the driveline started with a free body diagram, Fig. 22, which
shows the major dimensions and forces used in the calculations.

Figure 22: Driveline Components
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The variables are defined as follows:





FN: normal force
Fa : applied force
Lc: crank length
Tf: number of teeth,
front sprocket






Tr: number of teeth, rear
sprocket
dr: rear tire diameter
df: front tire diameter
Fr: resistance force





Fd : drag force
a: acceleration
v: velocity

The process of gear and tire size selections began with determining an appropriate gear
ratio for achieving our goal of a 45 mph top speed. From Equation 1, a rider cadence (C) of 120
rpm was used and plotted with two different front sprocket sizes, 39- and 52-teeth, over a range
of rear sprocket sizes, 11- 28 teeth, in order to determine the rear (drive) tire speed in rpm (Fig.
A29, Appendix). Following this, based on Equation 2, the tire rpm was plotted against the tire
diameter for velocities of 35 and 45 mph (Fig. A31). From these two plots, the 52-tooth front
sprocket, 11-tooth rear sprocket, and 700c (approximately 27.559-inch) diameter rear tire were
selected as this combination provides the greatest possibility of achieving our speed goal.
Next, Equation 3 was used in order to find the steady-state propulsive force for the
vehicle. This force is equal to the drag and resistance forces, which creates an equilibrium, or
total force of zero acting on the vehicle. The drag, resistance, and steady-state propulsive forces
are plotted for a variety of velocities in Fig. A30.
Next to be considered was the acceleration. A target of reaching our top speed within
1300 feet was set based on the shortest possible distance for the drag race event. Only
considering the largest gears available on rear cassettes (rear sprocket sets) that include an 11tooth sprocket, and assuming a constant acceleration, the necessary applied force for the initial
acceleration (first gear) was calculated using Equation 4.
Considering the selected rear cassette, and using the previously mentioned cadence of
120 rpm, the top speed for each gear was found and used as the basis for calculating applied
forces throughout the range of all rear gears. Again, using Equation 4, the applied forces for
acceleration were found, this time for each of the gear combinations, and plotted in Fig. A32.
Additionally, Figure A33 shows the applied forces for steady-state conditions at velocities, up to
our desired maximum speed, as calculated with Equation 5.

4.3.2. Maneuverability
According to the rules, the competition requires vehicles entries to demonstrate stability
by riding in a straight line for 100 feet at a speed of 3-5 mph. From research, it was learned that
trail is a major factor in stability for a two-wheeled vehicle – stability is defined as the tendency
of the vehicle to automatically correct a lean, returning itself to an upright, vertical position.
Trail is a measure of the horizontal distance from the center of the front tire’s contact patch to the
intersection of a line drawn along the head tube angle, illustrated in Fig. 23.
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Figure 23: Steering Geometries

The trail, which can be calculated with Equation 6, should be a positive value, meaning
the line should be ahead of the contact patch, in order to achieve stability. However, as the value
of the trail becomes greater, so does the resistance to leaning, which leads to a less maneuverable
vehicle. Because of this, lower positive values of trail are desired. Figure A34 shows a plot of
the offset (O), sometimes called “rake,” versus the head tube angle (θ), for a trail of 0.5-inches
and 2.5 inches.
As mentioned above, a greater resistance to leaning causes the vehicle to be less
maneuverable. This is because a two-wheeled vehicle needs to lean in order to turn, and the
safety rules for the competition require the vehicles to prove maneuverability by turning within a
25-foot radius. The vehicle’s necessary lean angle (δ), measured from vertical (Fig. 24), is a
factor of both its velocity (v) and the radius of the turn (r).

Figure 24 : Lean Angle
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The plot of the lean angle versus the velocity, Fig. A35, was developed using Equation 7,
for turn radii of 20, 23 and 25 feet. From this, Equation 8 can be used to find the appropriate
steering angle (φ), for each lean angle, using the steering geometries in the trail calculation
above. Knowing the maximum required steering angle will allow for better determining required
clearance to the sides of the front wheel and tire. Table 7 shows the calculated lean and steering
angles for the vehicle, as designed, at velocities of 5 and 15 mph for a turn radius of 23-feet.
Table 7- Lean and turn angles

23 foot Turn Radius
v (mph)
δ
ϕ
5
4.15
45.93
15
33.17
38.55

5. Testing
5.1. Rollover Protection System
The top load testing setup will make use of a ramp to angle the vehicle backwards 12° so
that the angle of loading will fit the parameters specified in the rules. A wooden platform, with
adequate padding on its underside, will be constructed to safely hold and secure disk weights to
prevent them from sliding off and damaging the vehicle. First a load of 200 lb will be applied
and then the load will gradually be increased in 50 lb increments until the required 600 lb is
reached. Upon each addition of weight, the weighted platform will be eased into place on the top
of the fairing making note of the amount of deflection of the fairing through direct measurement.

600lbs

12 degrees
Figure 25: Top load testing setup

The side load testing setup will require the vehicle to be placed on one side with adequate
padding on either side to prevent damaging the surface finish of the composite. Just as in the top
load, a weighted platform will be stacked with weights, beginning from 100 lb and increasing by
50 lb increments until the required 300 lb load rating is reached. After addition of each 50 lb
weight, the deflection of the fairing will be measured.
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300lbs

Figure 26: Side low testing setup

5.2. Performance Testing
Once the frame of the vehicle has been completed and all of the components have been
assembled, the vehicle will be ridden to test and adjust the settings of the steering, pedaling
boom length, chain tensioning, shifter setup, and brake tensioning. All of these adjustments will
be made by selecting a single adjustable factor such as braking and improving performance
through successive iterations. The only factors that will need to be adjusted depending on the
height of the rider will be the pedal boom length and the angle of the steering riser. These
settings will be marked to allow for ease of adjustment later.
After the basic adjustments have been made, the vehicle will be ridden in conditions to
simulate what will be encountered at the competition. These conditions include, but are not
limited to, testing the braking distance from speed, the handling at high and low speed for
stability, and the minimum turning radius. Input from each rider during mock speed trials will
also be used to make any necessary adjustments to the setup of the vehicle.

6. Safety


Rollover Protection System:Unlike the previous year’s design that incorporated the roll cage
directly into the frame, the roll support structure was integrated directly into the fairing in an
attempt to reduce weight. The roll support system acts not only as a primary roll support, but
also as the main structure for the fairing. This allows for the outermost shell of the fairing to
be as lightweight as possible.

Figure 27: Rollover Protection System layout
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Seat Belt: Our vehicle will be using an adjustable, cam lock, 5-point safety harness to ensure
that the driver is adequately secured within the vehicle in case of a rollover. The cam lock
style of safety harness was chosen for its simplicity and ease of removal in a high risk
scenario. The restraint system that was chosen also makes use of wrap around mounting
requiring minimum hardware to secure the rider.



Sharp Edges, Protrusions, Pinch Points: All sharp edges and endpoints have been avoided at
all costs. Those that are still present have been capped off or padded to ensure safety. Layers
of Kevlar have been placed in areas where the carbon fiber fairing could possibly be
damaged and splinter to aid against failure and ensure the overall safety of the rider.



Rider Visibility: The field of view available to the rider will exceed the required 180 degrees
with the hatch closed. In the endurance event and during practicing, the hatch will most
likely be removed for comfort, increased field of view, and range of motion within the
vehicle.



Materials of Construction: The frame of the vehicle is constructed out of Aluminum 7005. It
has been power coated to protect against corrosion and heat treated to increase the overall
strength of the material. The tubes were notched so that a gap of less than 1/8 th of an inch
was present between the assembled tubing on the welding jig. The welding jig was
constructed with a relatively high tolerance and these tolerances were checked multiple types
throughout the weld process to track and correct any distortion. The welds were completed
by a welder with several years of experience welding Aluminum 7005.
The fairing of the vehicle is constructed primarily of composite materials including carbon
fiber, Kevlar and fiberglass. The main outer shell of the vehicle consists of 3 layers, 1 layer
of Kevlar between 2 layers of carbon fiber to protect against splintering. The areas of major
structural concern supporting the fairing in a rollover will be reinforced with 10 layers of
composite material and 1inch thick ribs made of 1inch thick Nomex honeycomb panels with
carbon fiber sides.
All other parts and components were off of the shelf cycling components to ensure reliability
and compatibility.



Manufacturing Process: These ribs will be laid up within the reinforced areas of composite
material to ensure against delamination. Throughout the entire process of laying up the
composite materials we will be using a vacuum bagging technique to ensure proper
distribution of the desired amount of resin within the composite material.
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Figure 228: Wind Breaker 3-view drawing
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8. Appendix
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Name
Shimano 5700 Groupset
Shimano Chain
Clip Pedals
Clip Shoe Cleats
Clip Shoes
Headset
Front Fork
Front Fork
Handle Bar Pivot Stem
Handlebar Riser
Front Wheel - 406mm - w/Disk
Alex R450 700c
Tire 20x0.9in
700c Road Tire
20in Spare Tube
700in Spare Tube
Disk Brake System
Shipping Cost 1
Shipping Cost 2
Shipping Cost 3
Shipping Cost 4

Part No.

63556

Description
Groupset
Shimano CN-5701 105 (M5700) 10-Speed Chain
KeO Look
KeO Look
Pearl iZumi
Cane Creek
Volae 1" Fork
1" 1/8 Steel Front Fork
Pivoting Handle Bar Stem
Terracycle Handlebar Riser 16in
Velocity Heater Front Disk Wheel

15365
83605
22005
22013
30618

Schwalbe Ultremo ZX HD
Michelin Pro 3
Schawlbe - Presta - 20x1 1/8 Tube
Schwalbe - Presta - 700x18-28 Tube
Avid BB7 Caliper Rotor 160mm Front/Rear

39969

Reference
totalcyling.com
Amazon.com
Amazon.com
Amazon.com
Amazon.com
hostelshoppe.com
Practical Cycles
hostelShoppe.com
hostelshoppe.com
hostelshoppe.com
amazon.com
hostelshoppe.com
Amazon.com
hostelshoppe.com
hostelshoppe.com
hostelshoppe.com

Quantity Cost/Unit
1
$638.00
2
$33.01
1
$77.96
4
$13.95
4
$80.00
1
$64.00
1
$115.99
1
$130.00
1
$115.00
1
$96.00
1
$181.00
1
$110.38
2
$76.00
2
$37.95
4
$11.00
4
$13.00
1
$94.00

Total Cost Shipping Status
$638.00
$66.02
$77.96
$55.80
$320.00
$64.00
$115.99
$130.00
$115.00
$96.00
$181.00
$110.38
$152.00
$75.90
$44.00
$52.00
$94.00
$31.00
$47.00

Subtotal

$2,466.05

$250.00
$37.50
$23.00
$95.00
$122.00
$4.70
$5.50
$5.60
$31.25
$6.95
$9.95
Subtotal

$500.00
$562.50
$230.00
$190.00
$488.00
$112.80
$44.00
$44.80
$62.50
$27.80
$59.70
$2,322.10

Fairing
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

EPS foam block (9' x 4' x 1.5')
Composite Materials
Composite Materials
Nida Core - Honeycomb Cell Sheet
Medium Epoxy Resin Kit
Nylon Bagging Film
Peel Ply Release Fabric
Bleader/Breather Absorber Cloth
Vacuum Valve
Sealant Tape
Mold Releasing Agent

32
33
34
35
36

2" Diameter Frame Tube
1" Diameter Frame Tube
1.25" Diameter Frame Tube
Ergo Seat
Space Neck Rest

37
38

Welding Jig Materials
5 Point Safety Harness

FG-CFT5750
FG-KEV560
NCH8PP-20
EPOX-635315
VB-VF02110
VB-P56150
VB-BLE060
VB-70400
VB-BT25

2.0 lbs/in3
Carbon Fiber 60" width (per yd)
Kevlar 60" width (per yd)
Nida Core H8pp 20mm 4' X 7' Sheet
2 gal Resin to 85 oz Hardener
110" width (55in V-fold)
60" width
60" width
25ft Roll
Meguiars Mirror Glaze No.8 - 11oz

Carpenter.com
USComposites.com
USComposites.com
Noahsboatbuilding.com
USComposites.com
USComposites.com
USComposites.com
USComposites.com
USComposites.com
USComposites.com
USComposites.com

2
15
10
2
4
24
8
8
2
4
6

Aluminum 7005 Tubing
Aluminum 7005 Tubing
Aluminum 7005 Tubing
Catrike Fabric Seat
Catrike Neck Rest

Catrike.com
Catrike.com
Catrike.com
Catrike.com
Catrike.com

61"
196"
40"
1
1

Wood,Fasteners, etc
RJS Racing 5pt

Homedepot.com
Summitracing.com

1
1

Frame
Donated
Donated
Donated
Donated
Donated
Subtotal

FREEBIE
FREEBIE
FREEBIE
FREEBIE
FREEBIE
$0.00

Misc. Items
ASME
$129.99
Subtotal

Total Cost

Kinematic Equations:

1.
2.

( ⁄ )
(

⁄

)(

⁄

)

3.

25

FREEBIE
$129.99
$129.99

$4,918.14

4.
5.

[

(
[

)( )]

]

6.
7.

( )

8.

Figure A29: Tire Rotation at 120 rpm Cadence (above)

Figure A30: Steady-State Forces at various Velocities

Figure A32: Applied Forces for Acceleration, with
gear changes

Figure A31: Rotations for Tires of Different
Figure A31: Tire Rotation Speeds for Tires of
Diameters
Different Diameters

Figure A32: Applied Forces for Acceleration, with gear changes
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Figure A33: Applied forces per Steady-State
Velocities

Figure A34: Fork Offset per Head Tube Angle

Figure A35: Lean Angles per Velocity
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Mechanical Properties
Hardness, Brinell
Hardness, Knoop
Hardness, Rockwell A
Hardness, Rockwell B
Hardness, Vickers
Tensile Strength, Ultimate
Tensile Strength, Yield
Elongation at Break

Metric
94
119
39.5
59
106
350 MPa
290 MPa
13.00%
@Thickness 1.60 mm

English
94
119
39.5
59
106
50800 psi
42100 psi
13.00%
@Thickness 0.0630 in

72.0 GPa

10400 ksi

Modulus of Elasticity
Poissons Ratio
Fatigue Strength

0.33
150 MPa
@# of Cycles 5.00e+8
26.9 GPa
215 MPa

Shear Modulus
Shear Strength

Comments
500 kg load with 10 mm ball. Calculated value.
Converted from Brinell Hardness Value
Converted from Brinell Hardness Value
Converted from Brinell Hardness Value
Converted from Brinell Hardness Value

In 5 cm
Average of Tension and Compression. In
Aluminum alloys, the compressive modulus is
typically 2% greater than the tensile modulus

0.33
Estimated from trends in similar Al alloys.
21800 psi
@# of Cycles 5.00e+8
3900 ksi
31200 psi

Figure A236: Al7005-T6 Material Properties

Fiber

3K, 2-ply

3K, 4-ply

G(RCC), 2-ply

G(RCC), 4-ply

Fiber (Fiber volume fraction between 30-90%)Vf

6.00E-01

6.00E-01

6.00E-01

E11 (Young's Modulus) (psi)

3.57E+06

4.04E+06

9.62E+05

575,032

6.00E-01

E22(psi)

3.01E+06

3.92E+06

1.30E+05

180,848

E33(psi)

3.01E+06

3.92E+06

1.00E+06

1.00E+06

G12(psi)

4.27E+05

4.27E+05

1.93E+05

1.93E+05

G13(psi)

4.27E+05

4.27E+05

1.93E+05

1.93E+05

G23(psi)

5.00E+05

5.00E+05

3.90E+05

3.90E+05

NU12

3.00E-01

3.00E-01

2.50E-01

2.50E-01

NU13

3.00E-01

3.00E-01

2.50E-01

2.50E-01

NU23

5.00E-01

5.00E-01

4.00E-01

4.00E-01

CTE1(in/in/F)

-1.00E-06

-1.00E-06

-5.50E-07

-5.50E-07

CTE2(in/in/F)

2.60E-05

2.60E-05

1.19E-05

1.19E-05

CTE3(in/in/F)

2.60E-05

2.60E-05

1.19E-05

1.19E-05

CME1(in/in/%m)

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

1.87E-05

1.87E-05

CME2(in/in/%m)

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

1.71E-03

1.71E-03

CME3(in/in/%m)

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

1.71E-03

1.71E-03

+S1 (tensile strength) (psi)

91700

103882

11700

13612

+S2(psi)

66278

92892

5644

7228

-S1(psi)

-1.31E+05 -1.31E+05

-1.50E+05

-1.50E+05

-S2(psi)

-2.90E+04 -2.90E+04

-1.50E+05

-1.50E+05

1.16E+04

1.16E+04

-2.20E+04

-2.20E+04

+e1(in/in)

0.025

0.0257

0.0129

0.023

+e2(in/in)

0.0216

0.0237

0.0385

0.0385

-e1(in/in)

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.002

0.002

-e2(in/in)

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.002

0.002

e12(in/in)

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.014

0.014

K1(Btu/hr/ft/F)

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

40

40

K2(Btu/hr/ft/F)

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.4

0.4

K3(Btu/hr/ft/F)

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

0.4

0.4

Density(lb/in3)

5.64E-02

5.64E-02

0.06

0.06

S12(psi)

The last two columns are the donated materials. The first two are industrial (cheaper than aerospace)
carbon fiber that can be found anywhere and probably would be like what you have left over.

Figure A37: NASA and Commercial Carbon Fiber Material Properties
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